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Agenda points Key issues/Action points

 GPM MEETING CHAIRS

As per usual practice, the gFSC meeting will be chaired by a SAG NGO; or two NGOs could facilitate one day 
each (this year we will have three days, but day3 can be chaired by one of the WG chair). Cluster coordinators 
can support on the facilitation of the breakout rooms; 

DAY ONE - 25th of May

Main Topic:  Famine/FS Crisis  - 
Welcome: FAO/WFP DoE to introduce the GPM: mention to FAO/WFP call for action on Famine
Session ONE: SAG agreed that ICVA can be the appropriate body to set the frame (once selected the 
speaker, we can explain our expectations on the session/contents in detail)
SESSION TWO: voices from the field: practical example of good practices (e.g. anticipatory action, RRM, 
Gvt engagement, etc.);  Possible countries to be involved: CAR, Burkina Faso, Afghanistan, Madagascar
SESSION Three: SAG member to give a summary of the discussions, probe the appetite for a following 
webinar/meeting on Famine sponosred by the gFSC, and introduce Day2 (MTR)

DAY TWO - 26th of May

Main topic: Mid term review 
Session ONE: Chair to introduce current strategic plan + breakout rooms divided by the 4 results of the 
current strategy ( cross-cutting issues can be mentioned in plenary and dedicate some time for plenary 
discussion)
SESSION TWO- a) Breakout rooms: to be facilitated by CLuster coordinators from the field; discussions to be 
reported in plenary for the suggested area of improvement, action to be taken by gFSC & FSCs in the field up to 
2022
SESSION TWO-b) Plenary: report of the breakout rooms discussions
SESSION THREE: Chair to summarise discussions and introduce the cross-cutting issues
FINAL REMARKS: GPM Closure (FAO/WFP - DoEs)

DAY THREE - 27th of May

SIDE EVENT: dedicated to WGs
SESSION ONE: SAG member to introduce the WGs work and set the outcomes/expectations 
SESSION TWO: Two main topics (TBD): 
1. New technical areas of support in light of currnt and emerging crisis.
2. How to strenghten the connection to the field with FSC and partnersroom discussions.
SESSION THREE: WGs updates/workplan

TRANSLATION/Technical 
issues

Translation sohuld be provided, gFSC team assessing the feasibility and technical issues;  the meeting should 
be held via Zoom 
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